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A helpful language reference tool for students, pastors, and scholars. The BHS Reader's Edition is

for those who have a basic understanding of Biblical Hebrew and desire to read and study the

Hebrew Bible. With this book alone (and a year of Hebrew), students are able to read the Hebrew

Bible in its entirety. Main features include: - Complete text of the Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia,

checked against the Leningrad Codex - All words that occur fewer than 70 times are parsed and

contextually defined in the apparatus - Glossary listing of all other words - Improved layout of poetic

texts - All weak verb forms are parsed - High quality paper does not bleed through
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First, concerning the more superficial element, by which I mean the aesthetics, the BHS-RE is

slightly larger and thus a bit bulkier that the RHB. BHS-Re clocks in at 1,765 pages, whereas the

RHB comes in slightly lowerâ€”1,652. While some may think this difference amounts to significant

size difference, itâ€™s actually a negligible amount. Once youâ€™re dealing with a book whose

pages number into four-digit territory, 113 pages really isnâ€™t that much. No matter which you

choose, theyâ€™re both big and bulky. The RHB is duo tone and has held up well over the years.

The BHS-RE is hardcover (though itâ€™s also available in black flexisoft) and time will tell whether

or not it is durable. My impression thus far is that it should be able to withstand ordinary use for

many years. Other aesthetic elements of note in this volume are the font and the paper. The font,

which looks a lot like (and may be) SBL Hebrew, is preferable to the RHBâ€™s HebraicaII font. This



is a matter of personal preference and every reader will have their own preference. For me, this font

looks better on the page. Speaking of the page, the paper used in the BHS-RE is not the typical

paper used in bibles. Itâ€™s a more of a sepia tone and is thicker, thus it prevents ghosting more so

than the RHB. The BHS-REâ€™s particular paper/font combo is much easier on my eyeâ€™s than

that of the RHB and is one of the reasonâ€™s I prefer it over the RHB.Now, on to the more

important elementsâ€”the text and features. The text, like the RHB, is the complete text of the BHS

and has been checked against the Leningrad Codex (which will differ slightly from the text of the

RHB).
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